
 

CompuExpert Releases Two Tablet Enhancers:   
A-USBKey GT and S-USBHub 4 in 1 

  
Convenient peripherals improve data accessibility for Samsung Galaxy Tab and   

Microsoft Surface RT 
 
Lake Forest, Calif. - June 7, 2013 - Striving to make human beings' tablet experiences the very 
best they can be, CompuExpert is pleased to announce the release of the convenient A-
USBKey GT for the Samsung Galaxy Tab and S-USBHub 4 in 1 for the Microsoft Surface RT 
from Bidul & Co. 
 
Cord mess got you down? Designed exclusively for the Samsung Galaxy Tab, the A-USBKey 
GT is perfect for fast USB-to-tablet data storage and transferring. Just use the USB side to copy 
files from your home computer onto the A-USBKey GT, plug the opposite end into the Galaxy 
Tab port, and click the app to view, copy from, or transfer files onto the tablet. Consider it the 
"express line" to putting digital media and documents onto any Galaxy Tab. The A-USBKey GT 
is available in 8, 16, 32, and 64 GB sizes. You can also view movies on your Galaxy Tab and 
Note 10.1 directly from A-USBKEY GT.  
  
The A-USBKEY GT is compatible with the following Samsung devices: 

-          Galaxy Tab 7.0 plus 
-          Galaxy Tab 7.7 
-          Galaxy Tab 8.9 
-          Galaxy Tab 10.1 
-          Galaxy Tab 2 7.0 
-          Galaxy Tab 2 10.1 
-          Galaxy Note 10.1 
-          Galaxy Note 2 10.1 

  
A multipurpose device for a multipurpose tablet, the sleek and simple S-USBHub 4 in 1 adds a 
greater degree of accessibility to the Microsoft Surface RT. Replacing the tablet's single USB 
port, the S-USBHub 4 in 1 provides users with two USB 2.0 ports, one Micro USB port, an SD 
card slot, and a Micro SD card slot. Allowing connection to two USB-compatible devices and 



providing enhanced data transferring options, the S-USBHub 4 in 1 readies your Microsoft 
Surface RT for any situation. The S-USBHub 4 in 1 is also compatible with the Surface Pro. 
  
Both the A-USBKey GT and the S-USBHub 4 in 1 are now available at Amazon.com, 
Bestbuy.com, and B&H Photo Video. 
 
About Bidul & Co. 
Bidul & Co. is a French company who designs and produces easy transfer solutions. Bidul & Co 
develops and distributes solutions, applications, and products for ease of use, sharing, and 
archiving. Simplifying accessibility with computing for all. www.bidulandco.com   
  
About CompuExpert    
CompuExpert, a division of Digital Interactive Systems Corp. extensively searches the globe for 
the most innovative and unique electronic gadgets and peripherals and brings them exclusively 
to the North American market. With over 20 years of electronics distribution experience, 
CompuExpert is the North American distributor for high quality products made by Mionix, 
Sharkoon, Awind, Go Biz, Omnio, GAEMS, Raptor Gaming, Genius and more. More information 
about CompuExpert can be found at compuexpert.com  
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